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Chapter –3

Water O’ Water

Activity based

New words

1- Required

2- Flood

3- Container

4- Thirst

5- Quench

6-Bucket

7- Kneading

8- Steam

9-Tumbler

10- Serving



* Activity
Draw the picture of clouds and fill the colours.



Chapter – 4 Our First School

* New words-

1- Family

2- Members

3- Relationship

4- Husband

5- Customs

6- Daughter

7- Cousin

8- Elders

9- Childhood

10- Joint Family

11- Person

12- Habit
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Word meaning-

1- Quench- to drink so that you no longer feel thirsty

2- Ages- a very long time

3- Swell- to increase or rise

Answer in sentences

Q1- Why is the family our first school?

Ans- Because we learn many things from our family.

Q2- Mention one way of showing respect to the elders in your family.

Ans- Be polite with elders

Q3- Mention one habit which you do not like of any member of your

family.

Ans- Lack of politeness.
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Activity

Draw the picture of your family tree and fill the colours.
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Chapter- 5

Chhotu’s House

New words

1- House

2- Problem

3-Alone

4- Family

5- Vehicles

6- Together

7- Uninvited

8- Courtyard

9- Garbage

10- Decorate

11- Pipe

12- Quarrel
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Word meanings-

1- Courtyard- an open space that is usually a part of a house.

2- Quarrel- an angry argument or fight

3- Garbage- waste food, paper etc ,that you throw away

4- Decorate- make something attractive by adding some things to it

Answer in one word-

Q1- What sheltered Chhotu from rain when he first come to Mumbai?

Ans- First he sheltered in a pipe.

Q2-Where in our house do we usually find birds?

Ans- Balcony.
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Answer in sentences-

Q1- Why did Chhotu need a house in Mumbai?

Ans- Because Chhotu did not have a house to live in Mumbai.

Q2- Where does Chhotu hang his clothes to dry?

Ans- Chhotu used the upper part of the pipe to dry his clothes.

Q3- Name any five uninvited guests who live in our houses.

Ans- Lizard, Cockroach, housefly, Mosquito and Pigeon.

Q4- How did Chhotu protect himself from rain?

Ans- Chhotu sat down and wrapped a cloth to protect himself from rain.
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Activity

Draw the picture of any one uninvited animal and fill colours.
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